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Space Spiders
In July 2012, a rocket launched from Japan. It carried cargo for the
International Space Station. e rocket was unmanned, but it had a special
passenger. A red-backed jumping spider was on board.

e spider would be part of an experiment. An Egyptian teen named
Amr Mohammed had thought of a test. Jumping spiders, he knew, do not
build webs. Instead, they simply pounce on their prey.

Amr Mohammed wondered if jumping spiders needed gravity to hunt.
Would they still be able to jump in space? His idea, a winner in the YouTube
SpaceLab contest, was about to be tested.

e spider arrived at the space station. Astronauts released some fruit
�ies into its box. en they watched and waited.



A Japanese rocket lifts off on July 21, 2012, on its journey to the
International Space Station.

e astronauts did not need to wait long. e spider spotted its prey. It
crept toward an unwary fruit �y, then leapt. In a �ash, the jumping spider
had caught its �rst meal in space. It would catch many more �ies before
returning to Earth.

Space Explorers



In recent years, space agencies have looked to spiders for more than just
experiments. Engineers at NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) are working on a spider robot. ey call it Spidernaut. e
eight-legged climber will work in the vacuum of space.

Astronauts need bulky suits supplied with heat and air. Spidernaut
requires only a battery. It will be able to skitter across solar panels without
causing any damage. e robot even has a tether for hanging, just as a real
spider hangs from its web.

Engineers in the United Kingdom are building a spider-like rover to
explore the moon. Most rovers have wheels, but the tiny Spacebit rover has
four spider legs. Its ability to walk and jump will come in handy on the
moon’s rocky surface.

Spidernaut and the Spacebit rover are innovations. e people who
invented them were searching for better ways to explore space. Innovators
change our world with advances in science and technology.

The very small, four-legged Spacebit will move at least 33 feet (10 meters) on
the lunar surface and beam high-definition video and other data home during



its 10-day mission in July of 2021.

When innovators look to nature for ideas, it is called biomimicry. (Bio
means “life” and mimic means “to copy.”) Spidernaut and the Spacebit rover
are examples of biomimicry. eir creators copied a spider’s body to create
nimble space robots.

Spiders were around before the dinosaurs. ey can be found on every
continent except Antarctica. We know of more than 48,000 spider species,
with new ones being discovered every year. ey offer us many
opportunities for biomimicry.
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